
♦Instructions for Use♦

EASI DRAPE (Camera Sleeve)  

♦ Description:

The EASI DRAPE is a sterile, single use, disposable drape made of tough, thin polyethylene, designed for 

surgical procedures. The disposable Camera Sleeve is the quickest and simplest way to create a sterile field 

around your video system during operative laparoscopic procedure. 

♦ Preparation:

1) Open peel pouch and aseptically drop Camera Sleeve onto tray.

2) Insert the camera head through sleeve and remove the paper from the front.  Connect with sterile

telescope.

3) Gently pull the blue sealing tape off and slightly away from ring and wrap the tape, sealing first to the

telescope and then to sleeve. Use additional blue tape if necessary.

4) With the scrub nurse holding the telescope with one hand, push ring all the way down the cable, and then

the roving staff pulls the ring further down the cable, being careful not to touch the surface of the drape.

5) If desired, scrub nurse may remove the second sealing tape from the ring to use later for stabilizing the

sleeve to the cable near the telescope to stop sleeve from bunching up during use.

6) To dispose of the EASI DRAPE:

The used camera drape must be discarded in compliance with government regulations for infectious

waste disposal.

♦ Cautions/Warnings:

 Completely inspect package prior to use. Do not use if the sterile packaging is opened, damaged or wet.

Sterility might be compromised.

 Do not use product after expiration date!

 Do not re-use! If re-used, sterility will be compromised.

 Do not re-sterilize!

 "To be disposed according regulations of respective country." or "Dispose used product following local

state or federal guidelines."

 “Federal (USA) and European Union law restricts the device to sale, distribution and use by or on the order
of a physician”
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